POLYGRAPH LICENSING EXAMINATION STUDY GUIDE

Test Techniques
Evaluation Techniques
Physiology
Oregon Licensing Rules
Oregon Revised Status Applicable to Polygraph Examinations

ORS 703.010-703.320  ORS 703.990

Pharmaceuticals Affecting Polygraph Examinations
Pioneer In the Field of Polygraph and Their Individual Contributions
Question Types
History of Polygraphy
Psychological Disorders Applicable to Polygraph Testing
U.S. Supreme Court Decisions Impacting Polygraphy
Polygraph Attachments and Functions
Employee Polygraph Protection Act
   As it applies Federally
   As it applies in Oregon

Definitions
   Question types
   Research terms
   Psychological Disorders
   Scoring terms/techniques/results

**This list of subjects is not all inclusive and there may be subjects covered on the test not listed on this study guide.